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We will provide in-depth quantitative and qualitative company profiles,

enabling an investor to understand a company from different angles.

For this purpose, we use English data sources and access information from

a variety of Chinese data sources. 

Our goal is that every investor can answer the following question after

reading one of our reports:

Are the business model and the products of the company

interesting for me?

Has  the company a leading role in their industry?

What are the current chances and risks of this company?

Belive I the story of this company and therefore want to invest?
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 CIMK COMPANY PROFILES

Our vision is to make public Chinese companies and their business

models understandable for all different kinds of Western investors. We

sincerely believe that the Chinese market's financial investments are

smart due to the incomparable growth and level of innovation of this

market. For rational investment decisions, a high level of information and

transparency is required, which we want to provide for them.

CIMK MISSION & VISION
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SUMMARY VIPSHOP

online retail (website vip.com, vip app, WeChat mini program)

offline retail (vipmaxx offline stores, vip.com stores)

services (consumer financing and supplier financing services)

Vipshop is a growing eCommerce retailer with a focus on online discount

sales of consumer brands in China. They sell high-quality products from

domestic and international brands to consumers through flash sales.

Flash sales work like offering a finite quantity of discounted products or

services online for a limited time. As of December 31, 2019, they have

offered diversified products from over 31,000 domestic and international

brands.

The already established supplying brands offer their products at the

Vipshop platform because, for them, it is a way to monetize large

volumes of their inventory in short periods of time, increase consumer

awareness of their brands and products, and do inventory management.

The current sales channel of Vipshop can be classified in

In terms of the logistic, next to their fulfillment centers, they also

cooperate with the top delivery companies SFExpress and Tongda

Operators to ensure the orders are timely delivered. These cooperation

have also lead to a significant lowering of its operating costs.

Vipshop has entered into strategic cooperation with two leading

eCommerce companies JD and Tencent. Under these agreements,

Tencent integrated Vipshop highly visible inside their WeChat App, and

JD integrated them into the JD App. Both cooperations are essential in

generating new customers and getting traffic from these platforms.



Riks

- Strong competition from larger platforms that offer similar features

to expand their business

- It is a question, how much of the competitive advantages is based

on their historical customer data and their experiences

- They rely on third-party delivery companies for the product

order fulfillment cannot control this customer experience totally

Chances

- In terms of brands selling on their platform, they do not relay on

single brands because each brand makes less than 2% of revenue

- Strong financial position with profits and positive cash flow

- Asset-light-platform model reduces the required investments

(low-profit margin requires high volumes)

- Strong partnerships with Tencent and JD help them to acquire

new customers

 

EVALUATION VIPSHOP
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We evaluate the multilayered company based on three different

dimensions. 

Competitive Position

- They are the leader in the niche eCommerce market discount sales

- Their market share of the overall eCommerce market is still tiny (less

than 2%)

- It is difficult to predict how good they can differentiate from the

competition, which also has adapted their discount sales feature
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Analyst Recommendation Liste at

Summary
(In USD)

Price: 27.76

Market Cap: 18.803B

EPS: 0.48

PE Ratio: 57.59

Price/Sales: 1.29

Price/Book: 4.51

52 Week Range: 11.53 - 28.38

Volume: 6,796,406

Earnings Date: Mar 02, 2021 - Mar 07,

2021

Shares Outstanding: 677.32M

% Held by Institutions: 62.76%

Vipshop had a good year in 2020 and nearly doubled its share price.
Compared to other eCommerce companies, Vipshop does not only want to
grow their revenue, but for them, it's also important to earn a positive
return. Slower growth dampens the investors ' mood.

STOCK MARKET PERFORMANCE
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(29 December)

Ŷ = 0.9311X + 11.59769

Covid-19 peak in China

Take
Away

Revenue growth due to
the COVID-19 pandemic
did not meet the
expectation of analysts.

Strong Q3
results

New York Stock

Exchange

(VIPS)

Frankfurt Stock

Exchange

(1VPA.F)

Sao Paolo

(V1IP34.SA)
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Annual Performance

(31.12.2019)

General Financial Numbers
(in $1,000)

Net cash provided by operating activities $1,765,374 113.90%

Total Revenue $13,357,812 10.02%

Gross Profit $2,970,529 21.15%

Operating Income $685,653 97.16%

Net Income $572,615 86.85%

Cash and Cash Equivalents $944,268 -31.10%

Total non-current assets $3,670,694 57.38%

Total Assets $6,978,465 11.52%

Total Current Liabilities $3,436,702 -7.78

Total Liabilities $3,782,496 0.07%

Total Equity $1,249,542 -26.37%

Industry-Specific Financial Numbers

Income Statement

Balance Statement

Cash Flow Statement

Growth

Gross Merchandise Volume

GMV

Revenue Proportion

by Segment

$21.29B
+13.13%
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Last Quarter
(30.09.2020)

General Financial Numbers
(in $1,000)

Net cash provided by operating activities $177,110

Total Revenue $3,414,049

Gross Profit $718,888

$183,827

Cash and Cash Equivalents $1,308,434

Total non-current assets $4,145,982

Total Assets $7,694,262

Total Current Liabilities $3,295,856

Total Liabilities $3,769,183

Total Equity $3,925,079

-41.84%

18.18%

15.28%

6.73%

35.13%

10.15%

7.53%

-6.47%

-2.82%

19.78%

Income Statement

Balance Statement

Cash Flow Statement

Take
Away

Vipshop has a steady but slower growth than other eCommerce
companies. However, they manage to constantly attract new customers
and generate a positive result and operating cash  flow  in the face of
tough competition.
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Growth

Industry-Specific Financial Numbers

+ 70%

Operating Income

Net Income $184,349 41.97%

Gross Merchandise Volume

GMV

$5.64B
+21%

Active Customers

43.4 MILLION
+36%



Vipshop Online is represented by the Vipshop App, the vip.com website, and the Vipshop WeChat.

All of these three platforms offer the same services, but in terms of importance, the Vipshop App

users accounted for over 90% of our total revenues. 

The main feature of Vipshop is flash sales, which are about selling a finite quantity of discounted

products or services online for a limited time. Vipshop offers new sales events daily with a curated

selection of popular branded products, while their strong merchandising expertise enables them to

select the brand composition and product mix of our daily sales events. The flash sales products

get significant discounts, typically ranging from 20% to 90% off the original retail price, which is

one of the key elements in the shopping experience. These attractive prices are made possible by

cost savings achieved through volume discounts that Vipshop receives, particularly for off-season

or slower-moving inventory, and the absence of physical retail space and related overhead costs.

Also, Vipshop typically negotiates with their brand partners for prices that are meaningfully lower

and competitive with those offered to other online channels. They also generally have the right to

return unsold items for most of their products to their brand partners.

Vipshop is an eCommerce company that specializes in discount

sales. In this particular area, they are the market leader and try to

stay ahead of the competition. To further differentiate themselves

and increase brand loyalty, they have also created offline stores

and various services for customers and suppliers. 

ORGANIZATION & PRODUCTS
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Online: eCommerce via Flash Sales

Technote:  https://technode.com/2019/12/18/tencent-boosts-its-stake-in-discount-retailer-vipshop-to-9-6/



Vipshop offers new daily sales events twice a day, starting at 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. Beijing time. To

provide their customers with a greater opportunity to purchase discounted products, each

customer can only purchase limited pieces of the same item, depending on the categories.

Before each flash sales event, they consider and analyze historical data, fashion trends,

seasonality, and customer feedback to project how many items of a particular product they

should offer for the event. To maximize daily sales, they carefully plan our product mix to achieve

a balanced and diversified product offering across different categories. They launched various

channels on our Vipshop Online Platform to meet our customers’ diversified needs for brands and

products. Specifically, they operate a channel for branded cosmetics and skin care products

called Vipshop Beauty, a channel for furniture, bed and bath, kitchenware, and consumer

electronics products called Vipshop Home.

Vipshop has developed an information technology (IT) infrastructure to support the surge of

visitor traffic to their platform during the peak hours of our daily flash sales events.

In December 2017, Vipshop entered into strategic cooperation with a Tencent subsidiary and JD

to establish a cooperative relationship. Under these agreements, Tencent granted them exclusive

access to the interface on WeixinWallet, and JD gave them access interfaces on JD.com’s mobile

application to utilize the traffic from such platforms. In 2019, Vipshop launched their Vipshop

WeChat Mini-Program, which offers our Vipshop App's key features and allows users to access

our platform directly through the WeChat App, one of the most widely used social networks in

China.
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Offline: Stores

trbusiness: https://www.trbusiness.com/regional-news/asia-pacific/chinas-online-giants-jd-com-and-tencent-invest-863m-in-vipshop/134259

jingdaily: https://jingdaily.com/can-vipshop-keep-defying-the-odds-with-its-new-offline-stores/

In addition to the Vipshop Online Platform, they also operate some offline stores in China to

supplement their online business. As of December 31, 2019, they had approximately 200 Vipmaxx

offline stores and approximately 300 Vipshop offline stores. Further, in July 2019, they entered

into a share purchase agreement and acquired the offline Shan Shan Outlets.



Vipshop started as an online-only eCommerce company, which saw a market niche in

discount sales, through which both end customers and supplying companies benefit. After

occupying this market niche, they are now trying to diversify and enter new market segments

such as offline retail or financing services. They are still very dependent on their core service,

so there could be future risks from new competitors. 

Take
Away

Services for consumer and supplier

Vipshop offers consumer financing and supplier financing services to facilitate and refine their

customers' shopping experience and strengthen our cooperative relationships with our suppliers.

To foster customer confidence in purchasing quality products from the Vipshop Online Platform,

they provide limited product quality insurance for our products.
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SENTIMENT IN SOCIAL MEDIA

In social media, Vipshop is seen as more positive. The search indices have
peaked after each released report. There is one deviation at the end of the
year, which is related to government investigations.

Gome Retail

Baidu Search index 

Baidu  News index 

Google Trends Index 

Google Trends News Index

Other Rankings Social Media Sentiment 
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Moving average

 index:

MoTechnical

index:

Technical Analysis

Overall Analyst Opinion

Sell 0

Sell 1

Buy 12

Buy 8

User request for

 Company Profile

Gome Retail



Western News Sources

Vipshop Holdings Limited --

Moody's affirms Vipshop's Baa1

issuer rating; outlook stable
Tue, December 29, 2020, 3:30 PM GMT+8

LINK

IBD 50 Stocks To Watch: Will this

Leading China Stock Get One

Last 2020 Breakout?
December 22, 2020

LINK

Should You Be Adding Vipshop

Holdings (NYSE:VIPS) To Your

Watchlist Today?
December 9, 2020

Link

Vipshop will be fined 500,000 RNB

for responding to improper price

behaviors
December 30, 2020 23:37

Link

Vipshop responds to the penalty: it

will carry out comprehensive

rectification in accordance with the

requirements of the regulatory

authorities
December 30, 2020 19:16

Link

Vipshop will be involved in the case

of paid deletion of posts, with a

monthly payment of 800,000 yuan
2020-12-30 19:05:27

LINK
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NEWS
Chinese News Sources

more..

28 news in December4 news in December

News Analysis

Negative
39.7%

Positive
38%

Neutral
22.3% 0 25 50 75

Violation of laws and regulation 

Operating results 

Product Information 

Executive changes 

Litigation dispute 

Warning 

Monopoly information 

Conference related 

Customer complaints 

Market  valuation decline 

Take
Away

More than 39% of published news about Vipshop have a negative tone,
which shows that there are still a lot of challenges in their discount sales
business. However, the financial results are rated as good. 

more..

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/vipshop-holdings-limited-moodys-affirms-073009513.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/c9f35ccf-f87e-372c-8378-2f3e1f0ef20a/ibd-50-stocks-to-watch-will.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/alibaba-stock-correction-offers-opportunity-150836305.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/adding-vipshop-holdings-nyse-vips-112438580.html
http://finance.eastmoney.com/a/202012301757223830.html
https://money.163.com/20/1230/19/FV49IAIC00259DLP.html
https://money.163.com/20/1230/19/FV49IAIC00259DLP.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/VIPS?p=VIPS
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/PDD
https://xueqiu.com/S/VIPS
https://xueqiu.com/S/PDD


https://www.linkedin.com

/company/69094445

Follow us on LinkedIn to  get more

free analyses

THANK YOU
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/69094445

